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In accordance with the circular issued by Central Board of Secondary Education, No. CBSE/Academic/JS(SS)/2023 

(Circular No. Acad-36/2023) issued on 21.03.2023 , titled ‘Mission Life Style for Environment (LiFE) , Eco Club of St. 

Cecilia’s Public School, Vikaspuri, Organised a special morning assembly for students of the Senior Wing (Classes IX to 

XIIth) on 15.04.2022 , to mark ‘Earth Day Celebrations’. 

The circular quotes that as we witness today the impact of environmental degradation in multiple ways, there is a growing 

realization that urgent corrective measures are required. To meet the challenge, the Honourable Prime Minister of India 

enunciated the idea of Life Style for Environment (LiFE) and has given a clarion call in the Conference of Parties (CoP 26) 

in 2021 at Glasgow for an international mass movement towards mindful and deliberate utilization, instead of mindless and 

destructive consumption to protect and preserve the environment. LiFE envisages a way of living which respects nature and 

other organisms co-exist with us, the humans for a greener and cleaner Earth. It is premised on the basic principles of 

‘Lifestyle of the planet, for the planet and by the planet’. In due support of this movement initiated by CBSE , Eco Club in 

true sync with its motto of being the warrior for Mother Earth , celebrated Earth Day with the pledge of taking all steps 

possible in conserving Mother Earth. 

The students presented a beautiful array of resolutions and commitment towards the Mother Earth in the form of an inacted 

song titled ‘ Earth – We are in it together, Forever and ever’. The spirit of naturalism filled the air with positive determined 

energy as students further sang ‘the Earth Song’ – with the motto – ‘The Earth is My Home’. All the students of the Senior 

Wing pledged to take this resolution further in the wider arena of their family, society , state and nation at large.  

Madam Principal, Madam Co-ordinator and all the Staff came in full support of the students in their Mission to Save the 

Earth and being active warriors for Mother Earth in this journey. Eco Club pledges to take this awareness campaign far and 

wide , through our little but effectively instrumental hands of our young children, who have the power to mould the destiny 

of the Mother Earth towards more greener, more healthier , more progressive and developmentally expansive domains.  


